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A ' CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, A CORPORATION OF ILLINOIS 

HARMONIC DEVICE FOR STRINGED INSTRUMENTS 

Application ?led. October 14, 

This invention relates to mechanically 
operated musical instruments, such as electric 
violins of the general type illustrated in 
Sandell Patent No. 855,021, and has for its 
principal object the provision of a device 
adapted to operate in conjunction with the 
?ngering devices of the instrument to pro 
duce a higher pitch than is possible with 
the mechanism heretofore employed for play 
ing instruments of this character. 
The device provided by the invention may 

be referred to as a harmonic device, as its ef 
fect is really to produce a harmonic and in 
practice it has been found to add ‘a complete 
octave to the capacity of the instrument, ren~ 
dering possible the rendition of many mu 
sical selections which mechanical instruments 
not equipped with the device are incapable of 
playing. 1 ' ‘ 

Other objects and advantages of the inven 
tion will be apparent as it is better under 
stood from the following description, which, 
taken in connection with the accompanying 
drawings, discloses a preferred embodiment 
thereof. ‘' 

Referring to the drawings‘, 
Figure 1 is a broken elevational view of an 

instrument to which my invention is applied, 
the circuit and circuit closing means for oper~ 
ating the harmonic lever being diagram~ 
matically illustrated; ‘ 

Fig. 2 is a plan view of theinstrument, 
showing only such parts as will aid in under 
standing the invention; and 

Fig. 3 is a simple wiring diagram and 
schematic view of certain parts. ‘ 
On said drawings, which are largely dia 

grammatic but‘which it is believed will be 
readily understood by those skilled in the 
art, particularly by reference to the prior pat 
ent above referred to, the reference charac 
ter 11 indicates a violin sound box of the 
usual shape and construction, upon which 
strings 12, 13, 14 and 15 are arranged in the _. 
well known manner, the same being secured to 
a tail~piece 16 and extending over a bridge 
17 , the opposite ends thereof being attached 
in suitable manner to tensioning devices (not 
shown). , 
Fingering levers 18, which, may be of the 

1926. Serial No. 141,471. 

same general type and operated in the same 
manner as those shown in Sandell Patent No. 
‘1,381,508, are provided in suitable number 
and arrangement, the magnets for operating 
the same being arranged in a housing 19 
shown at the left in Fig. 2.‘ One of said mag 
nets is indicated at 21 in the diagram of Fig. 
3, which also illustrates the means (to be later 
described) for closing the circuit for ener 
gizing the fingering ‘device magnets when it 
is desired to bring the ?ngering levers into 
action. , 

The instrument is adapted to be played 
by a plurality of sounders or bows 22 (one for 
each string) carried upon the ends of rotary 
shafts 23, which may be mounted and adapted 
to be operated in the manner illustrated in 
Sandell Patent No. 1,579,792, or in the man 
ner illustrated in my co-pending application 
Serial No. 141,470, of even date herewith. 
The bows 22 are preferably disposed within 
a housing 24 and the bow shafts are adapted 
to be raised and lowered by means of levers 
.25 secured intermediate‘ their ends to a rock 
shaft 26 having bearings 27 in a frame part 
28, spacing rings 29 being provided upon 
said shaft 26 between the levers 25. The rear 
ends of said levers carry armatures 31 asso 
ciated with magnets 32 adapted to be ener 
gized in the playing of the instrument to 
operate said levers 25 and cause the bows to 
be applied to or lifted from the strings. The 
magnets 32 are secured to a bracket 33, which 
may be connected by a bolt 34 to a bracket 35 
spaced inwardly therefrom, as shown in 
Fig. 2. 
The tail-piece 16 of the instrument is adapt 

ed to be vibrated to produce a. tremolo effect 
by means of a rod 36 secured to said tail-piece 
at 37 and at its opposite end to an electrically 
controlled pendulous lever, such as that 
shown in my prior Patent No. 1,407,434. 
The mechanism thus far described is dis 

closed in prior patents and forms no part of 
the present invention, excepting as combined 
with the devices which will now be described. 

It will be understood that the number of 
?ngering levers 18 which may be employed is ~ 
limited on account of the space which ‘they 
requireand that, particularly in the area in 
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which the frets nearest the bridge are ar 
ranged in an ordinary violin, the number of 
?ngering levers required to enable the instru 
ment to play certain musical selections, which 
can be played by a violinist, is so great that 
a sufficient number for all selections cannot 
be provided within the space available. The 
range of the instrument being limited in this 
manner, it has been found impossible in the 
past to play thereon certain particularly 
high pitched musical pieces and it is the aim 
of my invention to provide a device which 
will add at least an octave to the capacity of 
the instrument and render possible the play 
ing of such high pitched pieces without re 
quiring more lingering levers than have here 
tofore been used, it being readily apparent 
that such number, for the reason mentioned, 
has reached the maximum which is thought 
to be practical. 
The illustrative embodiment of the device 

provided by my invention as shown on the 
drawings comprises a lever 38 pivoted at 39 
and having at the forward end thereof a lat 
eral extension ~41, carrying a piece of felt or 
the like 42 adapted to be brought into con 
tact with the string 15 under predetermined 
conditions in the playing of the instrument. 
The rear end 43 of said lever extends later 
ally from the body of the latter, as shown in 
Fig. 1 of the drawings, and forms an arma 
ture associated with a magnet 44:, which is 
mounted on a framepart a5 and adapted to be 
energized to operate the lever 38 in manner 
which will next be described. 
The instrument may be played either by 

means of a keyboard, one of the keys ‘l6 of 
which is shown upon the drawings, or by 
means of a perforated sheet ‘l7, of the well 
ltnown type, mounted upon a contact roller 
e8, the material of which is a conductor of 
electric current and is connected with the 
positive side of a battery, or other source of 
current, by means of a wire 49, which has a 
branch 51 leading to the key 116, which is pro 
vided at its rear end with contacts 52 and 53. 
Upon depression of the key ‘l6, the contact 
member first eneages a cooperating contact 
member 5a, which is connected by wiring 55 
with the magnet all, from which return wir 
ing 56 leads back to the battery, or other 
source of current. lVhen said magnet 44 is 
thus energized, the lever 38 is turned on its 
pivot to bring the free end thereof into con 
tact with the string 15, which, as shown, is 
the E strinO~ on the violin, though it will be 
understood that the invention is not con?ned 
to a construction in which the device is ap— 
plied to the E string or to any particular 
string, or to one string only. Further depres 
sion of said hey /l6 brings the contact 53 into 
engagement with a cooperating vcontact mem 
ber 57, from which wiring 58 leads to the ?n~ 
ger magnet 21 and the bow magnets (not 
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shown), these magnets being arranged in the 
line 58, 56, as shown in the drawings. 

It is to be understood that in the event the 
instrument is operated by a player roll in 
stead of by playing upon the keyboard, the 
magnets will be energized by means of 
brushes engaging the contact roller 4-8 wher 
ever permitted by the perforations 59 of the 
sheet ‘l7, wires 61 and 62 leading from said 
brushes to the lingering and bow magnets and 
to the harmonic magnet, respectively. It will 
be noted that the harmonic magnet is ener 
gized prior to the energizing of the other 
magnets so that the lever 38 is brought into 
contact with the string prior to the operation 
of the associated ?ngering devices and it is 
understood that the lever 38 is only actuated 
by certain of the higher keys on the keyboard, 
or corresponding perforations in the music 
sheet. 
The location of the contact member 112 is 

such that it produces a harmonic, the particu 
lar point at which best results have been ob 
tained being approximately that shown in 
the drawings. 

Obviously the same principle may be ap 
plied to a non~mechanical violin and I wish it 
to be understood that this comes within the 
purview of my invention. 

7 - is thought that the invention and many 
of its attendant advantages will be under 
stood from the foregoing description, and it 
will be apparent that ‘various changes may 
be made in the form, construction and ar 
rangement of the parts without departing 
from the spirit and scope of the invention, or 
sacrificing all of its material advantages, the 
form hereinbefore described being merely a 
preferred embodiment thereof. 

I claim: 
1. A mechanically operated musical instru 

ment of the viol class, comprising electrically 
controlled sounder-s and fingering devices. 
and an electrically controlled harmonic de 
vice automatically operable in the playing of 
the instrument and including a member 
adapted to be applied to a string of said 
instrument beyond the zone of action of the 
fingering devices thereby producing in con 
junction with the ?ngering devices higher 
pitches than can be obtained with said ?nger 

devices alone. ' 

2. A mechanically operated musical in 
strument of the viol class, comprising elec 
trically controlled sounders and lingering de 
vices, and an electrically controlled harmonic 
device automatically operable in the playing 
of the instrument and including a member 
adapted to be applied from above and to a 
string of said‘ instrument beyond the zone of 
action of lingering devices thereby produc 
ing in conjunction with the lingering devices 
l'iigher pitches than can be obtained with said 
?ngering devices alone. 

3. A mechanically operated musical in 
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strument of the viol class, comprising elec 
trically controlled sounders and ?ngering de 
vices, and an electrically controlled harmonic 
device automatically operable in the playing 
of the instrumentand including a member 
adapted to be applied to a string of said in 
strument beyond the zone of action of the 
?ngering devices thereby producing in con 
junction with the ?ngering devices higher 
pitches than can be obtained ‘ with said 
?ngering devices alone, said harmonic device 
including a magnet, a magnet circuit and cir~ 
cuit- closing means for actuating said member. 

4. A mechanically operated musical in 
strument of the viol class, comprising elec 
trically controlled sounders and ?ngering 
devices, and an electrically controlled har 
monic device automatically operable in the 
playing or the instrument and including a 
member adapted to be applied to a string 
of said instrument beyond the zone of action 
of the ?ngering devices thereby producing in 
conjunction with the ?ngering devices higher 
pitches than can be obtained with said ?nger~ 
ing devices alone, said harmonic device in 
cluding a magnet, a magnet circuit and cir 
cuit closing means for actuating said mem 
her, and said member comprising a pivoted 
lever having at one end an armature asso— 
ciated with said magnet and at the other 
a part adapted to engage said string. 

5. A mechanically operated musical in 
strument of the viol class, comprising elec 
trically controlled Sounders and ?ngering de 
vices, and an electrically controlled harmonic 
device automatically operable in the playing 
of the instrument and including a member 
adapted to be applied to the E string of said 
instrument beyond the zone of action of the 
?ngering devices thereby producing in con 
junction with the ?ngering devices higher 
pitches than can be obtained with said ?nger 
ing devices alone. 

6. A mechanically operated musical in 
strument of the viol class, comprising elec 
trically controlled sounders and ?ngering de 
vices, and an electrically controlled harmonic 
device automatically operable in the playing 
of the instrument and including a member 
adapted to be applied to a string of said in 
strument beyond the zone of action of the 
?ngering devices thereby producing in con 
junction with the ?ngering devices higher 
pitches than can be obtained with said ?nger 
ing devices alone, said member being adapt 
ed to engage the string prior to the operation 
of the associated ?ngering devices. 

7. A mechanically operated musical in~ 
strument of the viol class, comprising elec 
trically controlled sounders and ?ngering de 
vices, and an electrically controlled harmonic 
device automatically operable in the playing 
of the instrument and including a member 
adapted to be applied to a string of said in 
strument at a point which will produce a 
harmonic thereby producmg in conjunction 
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with the ?ngering devices higher pitches than 
can be obtained with said ?ngering devices 
alone. 

8. A mechanically operated musical in_ 
strument of the viol class, comprising sound 
ers and ?ngering devices, and an electrical 
ly controlled harmonic device zmtoinatical~ 
ly operable in the playing of the instrument 
and including a member adapted to be ap~ 
plied to a string of said instrument at a point 
which will produce a harmonic thereby pro 
ducing in conjunction with the ?ngering de 
vices ‘higher pitches than can be obstained 
with said ?ngering devices alone. 

In witness whereof, I hereunto subscribe 
my name to this speci?cation. 

BERT E. MILLS. 
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